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Background

U.S. Army Test and Evaluation (T&E) is facing several complex and challenging issues:

- **Unrealistic Threat Environment** – Current threat representations do not provide a dynamic and free thinking threat that can act against and react to Blue systems and forces under test, especially in the key areas of Electronic Warfare (EW) and Information Operations (IO).

- **Disconnect Across Simulation Domains** – No approach currently exists to support a realistic threat environment within the constructive domain that will adequately augment the live and virtual components of T&E.

- **Real Time Casualty Assessment (RTCA)** – Current RTCA models and systems do not support real-time or near real-time feedback and assessment of Blue and threat force dynamic interchanges during T&E.

- **Range Restrictions** – Many DoD test ranges preclude open air RF jamming; federal restrictions such as safety issues with regard to GPS jamming.

- **Resource Challenges** – Availability of military units to participate in test events; simply can’t fit a Unit of Action (UofA) or Unit of Employment (UofE) on existing test ranges.
Problem Statement

- **BECAUSE** the live, virtual, and constructive arenas continue to merge into a cohesive environment for the support of testing and training, it is critical that threat realism, as related to EW and IO, is able to transition across all three domains;

- **THERE EXISTS AN IMMEDIATE NEED** for Electronic Attack (EA) models which support EW within the constructive testing environment and which will augment the live and virtual components of T&E;

- **AND** we need to integrate this capability in a manner that provides seamless interoperability across the simulation domains.
Problem Statement

- **IS IT POSSIBLE** to link the U.S. Army Test & Evaluation Command’s (ATEC) and Threat Systems Management Office’s (TSMO) existing and planned EW assets with simulation to provide a synthetic environment for testing Network Centric Battlefield Systems?

- **IF YES**, then which simulations should be considered and how should the different assets and systems be linked across the simulation domains?
Objectives

- Conduct a study with emphasis on the “science” of modeling for EA and the resulting recommendation of how to “fix” Modeling and Simulation (M&S) of jamming
  - **Threat Roadmap** – the development of a threat roadmap to provide a plan of how to achieve the threat acquisition, maintenance, and planning needed to meet Operational Testing (OT) requirements
  - **EA M&S Implementation** – a recommendation for implementing an adequate representation of jamming in the constructive, or M&S, domain; and, an approach to interfacing the M&S implementation with the live domain in a seamless and interactive manner
- Use the study as a basis to demonstrate how jamming can be adequately represented in the constructive domain and also serve as a hook into the live domain – providing a cross-domain seamless, interoperable capability
Approach

- Conduct a trade study to assess TSMO’s capability to provide a threat environment across all three domains that will support EW test requirements

- Identify the current end state of a threat EW environment for testing

- Identify threat EW M&S capabilities within other Services, DoD, and commercial environments

- Produce a Roadmap for implementing a threat EW environment through a block approach

- Develop a phased EW testbed demonstration capability

- The initial, Phase 1, demonstration of a threat EW representation will implement:
  - Semi-Automated Forces (SAF) and representative Threat Electronic Battlespace components
  - An EW entity in the constructive domain to serve as a “hook” into the live environment
Methodology

- **Plan**
  - Collect, assemble, and analyze information from appropriate sources
  - Engage T&E community in focus groups and workshops to assist core study team to develop, correlate, and evaluate insights and to scope demonstrations
  - Implement Phase 1 Proof of Concept Demonstration Capability

- **Major Tasks**
  - Define needed capabilities, characteristics and metrics
  - Survey on-going programs and initiatives
  - Survey supporting network options
  - Survey supporting modeling and simulation options
  - Identify Usability, Inter-Operability, Gaps, Mobility, Scalability
  - Formulate strategy and implementation alternatives
  - Identify Components for Testbed Demonstration
  - Integrate Phase 1 of Testbed Demonstration
  - Provide Demonstrations of identified capabilities
  - Build the roadmap in compartmented implementation design (staged)
Issues

- Communication protocols between live, virtual, and constructive domains that will support jamming and instrumentation requirements for Warfighter Information Network-Tactical (WIN-T) and Future Combat System (FCS)

- Legacy and evolving architectures and services, how they are currently used and to what effect within their own domain, and how they might be leveraged to provide cross-domain support
  - Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS)
  - High Level Architecture (HLA)
  - Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA)
  - Net Centric Enterprise Services (NCES)
Study/Testbed Demonstration Architectures

- Study Road Map:
  - Live
  - Rack & Stack
  - Virtual
  - Constructive

- Testbed Road Map:
  - Live
  - Virtual
  - Constructive
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Wideband Man Portable Injection Jammer (WMPIJ)

The WMPIJ is a high-fidelity, miniaturized, low-power injection jammer with a frequency coverage from 20 to 1210 MHz that contains components giving it the following operational capabilities:

- **Wideband Receiver Card:**
  - Receiver to switch and sample up to 10 different control tones per second
  - Capable of simulating 10 Control Signal Transmitters representing four different simultaneous threat systems

- **Jamming Waveform Card:**
  - An arbitrary waveform (generation of a waveform of the user’s choosing) with an instantaneous bandwidth of up to 250 MHz
  - Frequency translation circuit allows the arbitrary waveform to be placed anywhere within the 20 to 1210 MHz band
Support of the Live Simulation Domain

Control Signal Transmitter and Open Air Capability (CST-OAC)

The CST-OAC will:

- **Leverage previously developed WMPIJ capability**
- **Allow placement of both small fixed and mobile CSTs where the actual jammers would be**
- **Be TENA compliant to allow the devices to operate over existing range infrastructure**
- **Be capable of supporting test, training, requirements analysis, and emerging waveform analysis**
- **Incorporate both an open air RF signal as well as the receive antenna of the radio, or device under test (DUT), within the environment in which it operates**
- **Be capable of adjusting absolute power to 1 dB over a very large range, with the final range to be determined after investigation of the threat systems to be replicated**

In addition to range scaling, emerging threats with new antenna patterns or polarization can be identified, and the physical antenna used with the CST-OAC changed to factor in different effects of polarization
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High Level View (Phases 1, 2, & 3)

- **SAF Environment**
  - GFE
  - Force on Force Engine or Engines
- **Constructive Domain**
  - Threat Interaction Attributes
  - Real-time Simulation Interactions
  - Threat Courses of Action (Scenarios) [Scripted ↔ Free Play Trade Space]
  - Threat C2 (Behaviors) [Deterministic ↔ Stochastic Trade Space]
  - Threat ISR Capabilities [Sensor to Weapon Target Chains Models]
  - Communications and Environmental Effects [Physics-Based/Technical Models]
  - Threat Services API for SAF, Virtual and Live Entities
  - Test Control
- **Legend:**
  - Phase 1: 
  - Phase 2: 
  - Phase 3: 

**Objects:**
- Stimulation and Emulators
- Virtual Domain
- Live Domain
- Stimulators and Emulators
- CST-OAC
- WMPIJ

**Domain Links:**
- Virtual Domain Links
- Live Domain Links
End State

- Trade Study
- Testbed Demonstration Software
- Demonstrations of Testbed Capabilities (End-to-End Thread)
- Documentation
  - *Testbed Demonstration Architecture (OV-1, SV-6)*
  - *IEW Roadmap*
  - *Future Direction for Phases 2 & 3*
Conclusion

As the live, virtual, and constructive arenas continue to merge into a cohesive environment for the support of testing and training, it is critical that threat realism of EW and IO is able to transition across these simulation environments.

*This Study and Demonstration of the seamless integration of a synthetic jammer across interactive simulation environments will provide tangible results in the advancement toward this goal and provide a critical asset for the T&E and Training communities.*